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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a formally real field. Connections between the invariants l(F), N(F), ud(F), lid(F), 
&(I’) (ie [I, l(F) - 11) are studied, using a new invariant C(F). The possibilities for /IF are described 
when r(F) 5 5 or ad(F) 5 4, without considering existence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We follow the terminology of [2] and [3]. All fields Fare formally real. Z(F) 
denotes the set of totally positive elements of F. I(F) = inf (n E N/if q: V-+F is 
any totally positive quadratic form with dim I/= n then D(q) =.X(F)), with the 
convention inf 0= 00. In section 2 we give estimates for I(F), using a new in- 
variant C(F). In section 3 we study the function & which is defined by the 
invariants /IF(z). In fact, i+&(i) is the maximal possible dimension of aniso- 
tropic quadratic forms q z q1 I - q2 with ql, q2 totally positive and dim q2 = i. 
Section 4 gives results about the connections between N(F) = min (i +pF(i)( 15 
<is/(F)- l}, I(F), ud(F)=max{dim q[q is anisotropic, qaql I -q2 with 
ql,q2 totally positive and dim ql =dim q2} and M(F). If &(l)#O then 
tid(F)=max {i+&(i)llsis/(F)-l}, if pF(l)=O then tid(F)=O. Section 4 
also describes some types of functions &. In section 5 all possibilities for fiF 
are described when I(F)5 5 or d(F) 14. In this paper we do not discuss the 
existence of the objects we are describing. 
As in [4], X(F) is the space of orderings on F and an ordering < induces the 
signature CT < : {Quadratic forms over F} +Z. 
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Z.THEOREMS 
This section extends the results of [2] section 3. We start with a definition: 
2.1. DEFINITION. SUppOSe ieN, irl. Zj(F)={mENIIf wr,...,wiEz(F) 
and 4: V-rF is a totally positive quadratic form with dim V=m + 1 then 
q= (a>((w,, . . . . wj)) I q1 for some a EP, quadratic form ql}. 
2.2. Suppose I(F)C ii5 N, ill. 
(a) 2’-2$&(F) 
(b) (2’- l)ZV(F) E Z,(F) 
(c) If meZi(F) then m+nEZi(F) for all REM. 
PROOF. (b) Apply [2] lemma 3.2. 
Since Z,(F) # 0 for all i E N as soon as l(F) < 00, we can give the following 
definitions: 
2.3. DEFINITION. Suppose I(F) in N, iz 1. 
(a) Ci(F)=min {mlmEZi(F)} 
(b) C(F) = Cl(F), Z(F) = Z1 (F) 
(c) If C(F) even then D(F) = C(F) - 1, if C(F) odd then D(F) = C(F). 
2.4. Suppose 1(F)<oo, id N, iz 1. 
(4 G(F)< Ci+ I(F) 
(b) 2’-1~Ci(F)<(2’-l)N(F) 
(c) C(F) I N(F) I l(F), C(F) I N(F) I #d(F) + 1. 
Fed (F) = {q=ql I -q2, q1,q2 totally positive quadratic forms}. In the 
following lemma we give the analogue of [2] lemma 3.1. 
2.5. LEMMA. Suppose I(F)<o3, we,X(F), meZ(F). Let q: V-+F be a qua- 
dratic form, q E Fed (Q, dim q = m + 1. Then 
(a) q@F(G) is isotropic 
(b) q is isotropic or q G (a> (( w)) I q1 for some a E &‘, quadratic form ql. 
PROOF. (a) Let q’ql I -q2, D(ql), D(q2)Cz(F). Choose e=ql I wq2, so 
e@F(fi)zq@F(fi). $ ince dim Q = m + 1 and m E Z(F), @F(G) is 
isotropic. 
(b) Apply’ [3], VII lemma 3.1. 
2.6. LEMMA. Suppose I(F)< 00. 
(a) C(F) = 1 iff z(F) =P2 iff l(F) = 1 iff N(F) = 1 iff d(F) = 0 
(b) C(F)*3 
(c) C(F) = 2 iff 2 5 l(F) I 3 
(d) C(F) 2 4 iff l(F) 2 4 
(e) If l(F) = 4 then C(F) =N(F) = 4. 
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PROOF. We prove (a), (b) and (c). 
(a) Apply [2] 2.12. 
(b) We prove “if 3 EZ(F) then FEZ”. Suppose 3 EZ(F) and let 
al,%a3, w E.X(F). Then ((ala2, ala3)) @F(G) is isotropic, and this implies 
(ar, a2, a3) @F(G) is isotropic. So 2 E Z(F). 
(c) (1) If C(F) = 2 then l(F) zN(F) r 2. Let X, y EJJF) be given. C(F) = 2 
implies that for any w E z(F) there exists a E z(F) such that ( 1, x, y > = ( w) I 
I (a)((wxy)). Hence D((l,x,y))=E(F) and f(F)13. 
(2) If I(F) E {2,3} then C(F) I l(F) I 3 and C(F) $ (1,3}. Hence C(F) = 2. 
In lemma 3.2 and theorem 3.3 of [2] we used the invariant N(F). We can 
replace N(F) by C(F) and obtain: 
2.7. LEMMA. Suppose !(F)<oo, ieN, ill. Then (2’-1) C(F)EZi(F). 
2.8. THEOREM. Suppose I(F)< 00 and D(Q) =z(F) for some b-fold Pfister- 
form Q. Then 1(F) 5 1 + (2b - 1) C(F). 
REMARK. Analogeously, we can replace M(F) by D(F) in 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 
of [2]. 
In [2] section 3 we concentrated ourselves upon the condition 
“D(((Y, *a*, wi)))=;S(F)for some wI, . . . . wiez(F)“. 
We will slightly change this condition. We start with two definitions: 
2.9. DEFINITIONS. Suppose iEn\l, jE Ihi. 
(a) Ti,j(F)=(mEtNlIf Wl,..., wi~.X(F) and q: V-+F is a totally positive qua- 
dratic form, dim V=m+l then q~(U)((w,,...,wi,bl,...,bj)) Iqi for 
some a,&, . . . . bjE&’ and some quadratic form ql}. 
@I T,(F) = Ti, I CO* 
2.10. Suppose I(F)c iEN, ill. Then (2’-1) C(F)+2’ETi(F). 
PROOF. Apply lemma 2.7 twice. 
2.11. THEOREM. 
(a) Suppose I(F)< 00 and there exist iE N, i? 1, wr, . . . . Wi &Y(F) such that 
D(((w,, ***, ~~,b)))=~(~)forallbE~(~).ThenI(F)~(2’-l)C(F)+2’+1. 
(b) Suppose I(F) < 00 and Z:(F) = 0 for some n E M, n 2 2. Then I(F) 5 
5(2”-2- 1) C(F)+2”-2+ 1. 
PROOF. (b) n = 2. If Z;(F) = 0 then D((( w))) =.X(F) for all w ELS(F) and 
4F)12. n13. Apply (a). 
REMARK. u(F)=sup{dim qlq is an anisotropic torsionform}. R. Baeza and 
D. O’Ryan have proved that Z:(F) = 0 for some n E N, n 5 2 implies I(F) 5 
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I (2n-2 - 1) u(F) + 2”-2 + 1. The author was informed of this result and of the 
fact that its proof followed the same kind of ideas as used in the proof of 
I( - 1) u(F)+ 1 (see [2] remark 1 after 3.3), before starting the work 
on the present section. 
2.12. LEMMA. Suppose ql, qEFed (F), qaql I q2. Then q2 ~Fed (F). 
PROOF. Use induction and the theorem that states (b, c) E (b + c, (b + c)bc) 
for any b,ceP with b+cel? 
2.13. LEMMA. Suppose i~lN, irl, wr ,..., w~EZ(F). Let q: V+F be an 
anisotropic quadratic form, q G (x) (( wl, . . . , wi )) I q1 for some x E &’ and some 
quadratic form ql. Suppose cr< (q)>dim I/- 2’+ ’ for all < EX(F). Then 
~EZ~(F) and dim ql - a<(ql) =dim q-a,(q) for all < EX(F). If moreover 
q E Fed (F) then ql E Fed (F). 
PROOF. (a) If x<O for some < EX(F) then a,(q,)=o,(q)+2’> 
>dim V-2’+‘+2’=dim ql, a contradiction. Hence x>O for all < EX(F), 
and x E Z(F). 
(b) W((wl, . . . . Wi )) E Fed (F). Apply 2.12. 
2.14. Suppose I(F)< 00, wlr . . . . wi E Z(F). Let q : V-+F be an anisotropic form 
in Fed (F), dim Vr 1 + (2’- l)C(F) and o<(q) = dim V- 2 for all < E X(F). 
Then there exist quadratic forms ql, q2 such that qe ql< ~1, . . . , wi >) I q2, 
dim q1 11, ql totally positive, dim q2 < 1 + (2’- l)C(F), o< (q2) = dim q2 - 2 for 
all c E X(F), q2 E Fed (F). 
PROOF. (a) i = 1: Apply 2.5 and qa (x) (( w1 )) I q3 for some XE~, qua- 
dratic form q3. Lemma 2.13 proves that XE Z(F), q3 E Fed (F), a,(&) = 
= dim q3 - 2 for all < EX(F). Choose a splitting qz ql (( WI >> I q2 with 
dim q, maximal, so dim q2 < C(F) + 1. 
(b) iz 2: Using induction it can be proved that qs (x) (< wl, . . . , wi >> I q3 
for some XE Z(F), q3 E Fed (E’) with o< (q3) = dim q3 - 2 for all < EX(F). 
Choose a splitting q G ql (( wl, . . . , wi)) I q2 with ql totally positive, dim ql 
maximal. 
2.15. Suppose I(F)c iElN, ill, ~r,...,w~~x(F). Let q: V+F be an 
anisotropic form in Fed (F), dim I& 1 + (2’- l)C(F) + 2’, o<(q) = dim V- 2 
for all < EX(F). Then there exist x, a E,Z(F) and ql E Fed (F) such that 
q= (X><Wl, . . . . wi,&) -L a, o,(qd=dim q1 -2. 
PROOF. Apply 2.14 twice. 
2.16. THEOREM. Suppose l(F) < 03, there exist ie N, i2 1, wl, . . . . w~EZ(F) 
such that D(((wr, . . . . Wi, b))) =Z(F) for all b EZ(F). Then l(F) I 
5 (2’- l)C(F) + 2’. 
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2.17. THEOREM. Suppose Z(F)< 00 and Z:(F) =0 for some n E N, nr3. 
Then Z(F) 5 (2n-2 - 1) C(F) + 2”-2. 
3. THE FIELD INVARIANTS j+(i) 
In this section we study the invariants pF(i), 1 I is Z(F) - 1. We repeat some 
of the definitions, given in [2] section 2: Let iEN, irl, &(F)=(q: V-+Flq 
is a totally positive quadratic form and there exists a quadratic form 
e= (s1, ***, si > with the properties D(Q) G?(F) and D(q)fID(e) =0> and 
fiF(i) =sup(dim qlqeBj(F)}. 
3.1. - DEFINITION. jlF: N-N U (0) U (m} is the mapping i-/SF(i). 
We will restrict ourselves to the situation Z(F)< 03. [2] 2.12 proves that 
Z(F) = 1 iff z(F)=&“, so Z(F)= 1 iff {/I&i)li> l} = (0). Hence it makes sense 
to restrict ourselves to 2 I Z(F) < a. 
3.2. Suppose 21l(F)<o3. 
(a) Ml) = l(F) - 1 
(b) pFcj)s/IF(i) for all i,jEN, icj 
(cl MN c kJ u 10) 
(d) /?F([l,Z(F)-l])C[l,Z(F)-l], /IF(i)=0 for all izl(F), 
PROOF. See the definition of I(F) in section 1 and apply [2] 2.11 and 2.14. 
3.3. Suppose 21i(F)<m. Then 
(a) &(pF(i)) 2 i for all i E [ 1, Z(F) - l] 
(b) /?&IF(i)+ l)<i for all ie [1,&F)- 11. 
PROOF. (a) Let 1 sir/(F)- 1 then pF(i)z/3F(I(F)- l)> 1, see 3.2. There 
exist totally positive quadratic forms q,@ with dim q =flF(i), dim Q = i, 
D(q) flD(@) = 0. Hence Q E B,(F) with a =/3&i) and pF(/?F(i)) r i. 
(b) If q,@ are totally positive quadratic forms with dim q =pF(i) + 1, 
dim Q = i then D(q) no(@) #0. Hence pF(/3F(i) + 1) <i. 
We denote pi=p,, &+‘=Z~,O& for alljE N. 
3.4. THEOREM. Suppose 21 f(F) < m. Then /3;(i) =/3&i) for all 
i~[l,z(F)- 11. 
PROOF. Choose ie[l,E(F)-11. 3.3(a) proves that &i)ri and p;(i)= 
=&(&(i)) ?pF(i). Applying 3.2(b) we conclude that pi(i) =D,&(i)) cPF(i). 
so p&)=&(i). 
3.5. DEFINITION. a(F)= #{p,(i)llsis/(F)-1). 
We define invariants a&i), 1 <isa( which describe the subsets VC iN 
with /IF 1 I/ constant. It will be proved in 3.11 that flF is completely determined 
by (c+(i)ll rira(F)}. 
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3.6. Suppose 2 5 1(F) < 00. Then there exist uniquely defined natural numbers 
aF(l), ***, c+@(F)) which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) If l~jk+(l) then &(j)=/3~(1)=/3&~(1)). If llila(F)-1 and 
+(i) + 1 ~jr +(i+ 1) then p&j) =&(a& + 1)) 
(b) &(a#) + 1) </$&+(I’)) for all i e [ 1, a(F) - 11. 
PROOF. 3.2(d) proves that a(F) < 00. Use the monotonicity of pF. 
3.7. Suppose 254F)coo. 
64 MWN = W - 1 
(b) If 1 I is j 5 a(F) then +(I’) s+(j) - (j - i), 
3.8. Suppose 21l(F)<c=. 
(4 ~~(1) =/G(l) 
(b) +(I’ + 1) = &aF(i) + 1) for all i E [ 1, a(F) - l] 
(c) &(o&)) = c+(i) for all i c [ 1, a(F)]. 
PROOF. (a) Let 1 <jl&(l) then &l)~&(j)r/?~(l), see 3.2(b). Theorem 
3.4 proves that &l)=&(l) so &(j)=&(l). Applying 3.3(b) we conclude 
p&&(l)+ l)<p,(l) hence aF(l)=&(l). The same reasoning applies to 
o,&) + 1 Ijs&(c+(i) + l), 1 I is a(F) - 1, this proves (b). 
(c) Theorem 3.4 implies p:(i) =&(i) for all i E [ l,/(F) - 11. It follows from 
(a) and (b) that c+(i)E&([l,I(F)- I]). So &~a~=+ 
3.9. DEFINITION. Suppose 211(F)< 00. oF: [l,cr(F)]-+[l,I(F)- l] is the 
mapping i-+(i). 
3.10. THEOREM. Let 21f(F)<~ and i~[l,a(F)]. Then pFooF(i)= 
= aF(a(F) + 1 - i). 
PROOF. (1) We will prove that &OoF(i)E oF([l,c~(F)]): 3.2(d) proves that 
PFOCXF(~)E[~,I(F)-~]. SO either 11/3FooF(i)<oF(l) or oF(t)+lrPFo 
oaF(i)laF(t+ 1) for some tE [l,@(F)- 11. 
(a) Suppose l~p~O+(i)~o~(l). By definition of oF(1) we have &O 
oo~(i)=pFo(~F(l) SO ~FOCXF(I’)=~~O~F(~)=~~O~F(~)=~F(~), see 3.4 and 
3.8(c). 
(b) If +(t)+ 1 <&“~F(i)~t+(t+ 1) then &“a)F(i)=/&o+(t+ 1) and 
&‘+(i)=aF(t+ 1). 
(2) We have proved that fiF: {a&l), . . ..o&(F))}-*{oF(l). . . ..a.&(F))). 
The mapping BF 0 CZF is strictly monotonic descreasing so flF(oF( 1)) = a&(F)), 
bF((rF(2)) = aF(a(F) - 1) and in general bF(ai;(i)) = a&z(F) + 1 - i). 
3.11. THEOREM. Suppose 25 I(F)< 03. The function ,@ N+iN U (0) is 
completely determined by the function a,?: [ 1, a(F)] -+ [ l,/(F) - I]. 
/3&) = aF(a(F)) = I(F) - 1 for all j E [ 1, oF( l)] 
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Let iE (1, . . ..a(F)- 1) 
PFdi) = aF@m - 9 for all j E [a&) + 1, a& + l)] 
pF(j)=o for all j > a&z(F)). 
Computations can be simplified by considering c+(i) -i instead of c+(i). So 
we define the function A,: [l, a(F)]-+ [l, 1(fl- l] by A&) = c+(i) - i. 3.7 
translates into: 
3.12. Suppose 2rI(F)<03. 
(a) A&z(F)) = I(F) - 1 -a(F) 
(b) If 1 <i<j<a(F) then O</l&i)~A,(j). 
4. CALCULATIONS 
In this section we give some relations between the field invariants, using 
elementary calculations. Since we will distinguish between a(F) even and a(F) 
odd, we write a(F) =2&F) or a(F) = 2k(F) + 1. 
4.1. Suppose 25Z(F)<o3 
(a) If i E N and o&(F) - k(F)) + 15 ir 1(F) - 1 then pF(I’) < i 
(b) +ud(F) = a,@(F) - k(F)) =A,(@) - k(F)) + a(F) - k(F) 
(c) /3,(&4d(F)) = +ud(F) iff a(F) odd /3&&(F)) = a,(/@‘) + 1) > i&(F) iff 
a(F) even 
(d) If a(F) odd and a(F) 13 then j?,(+ud(F) + 1) = q@(F)) < 3&(F). If a(F) 
even then /3&&(F) + 1) = +ud(F). 
PROOF. (a) pF(i) sBF(aF(a(F) -k(F)) + 1) =PF(aF(a(F) - k(F) i- 1)) = 
= a,(/@)) < aF(a(F) - k(F)) + 1 5 i. 
(b) If there exists an anisotropic form in Fed (F)n W,(F) of dimension 
2iz2 then 1 li<p,(i). Reciprocally, if 1 lisp,(i) then there exists an aniso- 
tropic form in Fed (F)fl W,(F) of dimension 2i. 
(1) /3&&(F) -k(F))) = o&F) + 1) 2 o&(F) - k(F)) so +2&(F) 2 
2 a&(F) -k(F)). (2) Suppose il o&(F) - k(F)) + 1 then pF(I’) < i, see (a). 
So there does not exist an anisotropic torsion form in Fed (8’) of dimension 
1 2oF(a(F) - k(F)) + 2 and +ud(F) 5 cl,(@) - k(F)). Combining (1) and (2) 
we conclude +ud(F) = a&(F) - k(F)) =A,(@) - k(F)) + a(F) - k(F). 
(c) /& o @(a(F) - k(F)) = o&k(F) + 1). If a(F) = 2/?(F) + 1 then p&&d(F)) = 
= a,(/@) + 1) = +ud(F), if a(F) =2&F) then P,&&(F)) = o&k(F) + 1) > 
> +ud(F). 
Cd) If a(F) = 2/t(F) + 12 3 then &(&.K@) + 1) = & 0 o,@(F) + 2) = 
= C+@(F)) <&d(F). If 6’(F) = 2/?(F) then p&d(F) + 1) = j& o o&k(F) + 1) = 
= a&t(F)) = $ud(F). 
4.2. If 25Z(F)<oo then I(F)z$@F)+k(F)+ 1. 
PROOF. +ud(F) = A&(F) - k(F)) + a(F) - k(F) Ql,(a(F)) + a(F) - k(F) = 
= Z(F) - 1 -k(F), see 3.7. 
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4.3. THEOREM. Suppose 21@)< 03, jfz N, lIjrl(F)- 1. If jlf+(l) we 
define t =j, if a&) + 11.i~ c+(i+ 1) we define t =j - c+(i). Let q = q1 I - q2 
be an anisotropic quadratic form, D(ql),D(q2)CZ(F), dim q1 =j, dim q2= 
=j$(j). Choose bi, . . . . ~,EZ(F). Then qz(b, ,..., bt) I q3 for some 
q3 E Fed (F). 
PROOF. D(q)>X(F) for otherwise there would exist an anisotropic form 
qI(-X)forsomexE~(~)andthendimq2<~,(j).q~((bj>Ie,e~Fed(F), 
see lemma 2.12. Q G et I - ,02 with ,ql, e2 totally positive, dim el =j - 1. Finally, 
dim e2 =/3,&) =&(j - 1) iff a&) + 1 rj- 1 or 1 ~j - 1. Induction completes 
the proof. 
4.4. THEOREM. Suppose 2<I(F)<c0 and Z(F)=D((bi,...,b,)) for some 
m E N and some bt, . . . . b, E Z(F). Then Q( 1) < m, c+(i + 1) - ctF(i) < m for all 
iE[l,a(F)- 11. 
4.5. THEOREM. Suppose 2<1(F)cc0 and Z(F)=D(((w))) for some 
w E Z(F). Then c+(i) = i for all i E [ 1, a(F)]. 
REMARKS. (1) This theorem is an extension of [2] 4.2. 
(2) See also 4.11. 
Let h(F) be the height of F, see [3], XI definition 3.4 and let h’(F) be the 
Pythagoras number of F, see [3], XI definition 3.5. C(F) = sup{dim q/q is an 
anisotropic totally indefinite form, or dim q = O}. 
4.6. LEMMA. Suppose 211(F)< UJ and +ud(F)<2” for some n E N. Then 
h(F)12”. 
PROOF. Choose XE.Z(F), (+ud(F)+ l)(l, -x> is isotropic so 2”(( -x)) is 
hyperbolic. This implies that 2”W,(F) = (0) and h(F)12”. 
4.7. THEOREM. Suppose 2 I l(F) < 03 and a(F) = 1. Then: 
I.(a) c+(l)=+ud(F)=I(F)-1 
pF(i)=I(F)- 1 for all iE [l,/(F)- 11, &(I’)=0 for ir1(F) 
N(F) = t!(F) = +ud(F) + 1s ud(F) = Cd(F) = 21(F) - 2 I u(F). 
(b) Let al,..., a,, EZ(F) be given. Any anisotropic form q=q, I - q2 with 
ql, q2 totally positive, dim q1 = n and dim q2 = +ud(F) contains (al,. . . , a,) as 
a subform. 
II. Suppose moreover that D((b,, . . . , b,)) =Z(F) for some m E N and some 
bl, -*-, b, E Z(F). Then +ud(F) < m. 
III. If 2’s+ud(F)c2f+1 then h(F)=2’+‘, h’(F)=I(F). 
IV. Suppose moreover that F satisfies ED then G(F) = u(F) =21(F) - 2. 
PROOF. I.(a) The function a, satisfies o+( 1) = +ud(F) = I(F) - 1. The 
function pF has been determined in theorem 3.11. Since l(F) 2 2, ud(F) 2 2 (see 
[2] 2.12) and +ud(F) + 15 ud(F). 
(b) Apply theorem 4.3. 
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III. +ud(F) < h’(F) I h(F). We proved in 4.6 that h(F)/2’+‘, so h(F) = 2’+‘. 
h’(F) r fud(F) + 1 = I(F) and by definition h’(F) 5 I(F). 
IV. If F satisfies ED then zid(F) 5 u”(F) i 21(F) - 2, see [2] 2.16. Since Cd(F) = 
= 21(F) - 2 we conclude u”(F) = 21(F) - 2. 
It is obvious that u(F) = ud(F). 
4.8. Suppose 25l(F)<oo and k(F)rl. 
(a) If N(F) < l(F) then N(F) =A&) +A,(a(F) - i) + a(F) + 1 for some 
iE[l,k(F)]. 
(b) tid(F) = A&) + A,(a(F) -t 1 - i) + a(F) + 1 for some i E [ 1, a(F) - k(F)]. 
PROOF. (a) Since N(F) = min {j + p&)1 1 s:jl I(F) - l}, 3.11 proves that 
N(F)=j+p,(j) for j=l or j=a,(i)+l for some i~[l,a(F)-11. If N(F)< 
<I(F)= 1 +&(l) then N(F) = a&) + 1 + &(c+(i) + 1) = cr&) + 1 + 
+/IF oa~(i -t 1) = aF(i) + 1 + a,(a(F) - i) for some i E [ 1, a(F) - 11. We may 
choose i I a(F) - i. 
(b) Cd(F) = max {j+&(j)ll sjsZ(F)- l> =~~~(I’)+P~oa~(i)=a~(i)+ 
+ a&z(F) + 1 - i) for some i E [ 1, a(F)]. We may choose is a(F) + 1 - i. 
We will give some more results without proof. 
4.9. Suppose 2 5 l(F) < 03, k(F) 11. 
(a) If N(F) < l(F) then AF( 1) + +ud(F) + k(F) + 1 = AF( 1) + A,@(F) - k(F)) + 
+a(F)+ lrN(F). 
(b) zid(F) s +ud(F) + l(F) - a(F) + k(F) = A&(F) - k(F)) + A&(F)) + a(F) + 1. 
4.10. THEOREM. Suppose 2 5 l(F) < 03. 
(a) N(F) =+ud(F) + 1 iff a(F) = 1, N(F)>+ud(F) + 1 iff a(F)?2. 
(b) N(F) 1: a(F) + 1. 
4.11. THEOREM. SUppOSe 25 I(F)< GO and k(F)? 1. The following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(4 AMFN = 0 
(b) A&) = 0 for all i E [I, a(F)] 
(c) aF(i) = i for all i E [ 1, a(F)] 
(d) /?&)=a(F)+ 1 -i for iE [1,0(F)], p&)=0 for ira(F)+ 1 
(e) N(F) = l(F) = Cd(F) = a(F) + 1, ud(F) E {a(F), a(F) + 1 } 
(f) l(F) = a(F) + 1 
(g) tid(F) = a(F) + 1. 
4.12. Suppose 2 c: I(F) < 03 and k(F) L 1. The following conditions are equi- 
valent: 
(4 -G(W) - k(F)) = 0 
(b) AF(I’) = 0 for all i E [ 1, a(F) - k(F)] 
(c) oF(i) = i for all i E [l, a(F) - k(F)] 
(d) /?F(i)>/?F(i+ 1) for in [l,a(F)-k(F)] 
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If k(F) I is a(F) - 1 and j E [a&) + 1, +(i + l)] then &&) = a(F) - i 
(e) N(F) = a(F) + 1, 1(F) E &f(F), ud(F) E (a(F), a(F) + 1) 
(f) N(F) = a(F) + 1 
(g) we E W), a(F) + 1 I * 
If F satisfies these conditions and L’(F) =D(( b,, . . . . b,)) for some m E h-4 and 
some b i, . . . , b, E Z(F) then l(F) I k(F)(m - 1) + *#d(F) + 1. 
5.EXAMPLES 
In this section we describe the fields F with d(F) I 4 or l(F) 5 5. We give also 
some results for the Hasse invariant 1?(F) = sup{dim qjq is an anisotropic totally 
indefinite form or dim q = O}. 
5.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) I(F)?3 
(b) There exists an anisotropic torsion 2-fold Pfisterform in Fed (F) 
(c) d(F) 14 
(d) N(F) 13. 
PROOF. (a)+(b): &(l)=I(F)- 1 r2 so there exist wl, w2eZ(F) such that 
w2eD(< 1, wl)). This implies (1, wl, -w,) is anisotropic, hence ((wi, - w2)) is 
anisotropic. 
W-W: If (wI, w2, - w3, - w,) is anisotropic for some wl, . . . . w4 EL?(F) 
then w3@D(( wl, w2)) and I(F)z3. Hence (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent. If 
l(F)12 then N(F) r+&(F) + 1, see [2] 2.14. So (a) and (c) imply (d). Since 
/(F)zN(F), (d) implies (a). 
5.2. Suppose I(F)<@. I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Z(F) #P2 and D((( w))) =Z(F) for all w E Z(F) 
(b) &(l)=l and &(I’)=0 for all HEN, iz2 
(c) l(F)=2 
(d) N(F)=2 
(e) d(F) = 2 
(f) &l(F) = 2. 
II. If F satisfies these conditions then h(F) = h’(F) = 2. 
III. If F satisfies ED then these conditions are equivalent with u”(F) = u(F) = 2. 
PROOF. I. This theorem is a generalisation of [2] 2.13. The equivalence of 
(a), (b) and (c) is obvious. (b) implies (d), (e), (f). If (d) or (e) holds then 5.1 
proves I(F)e { 1,2} and [2] 2.12 proves I(F)# 1, so l(F)=2. (f) implies (b). 
II. 1 I $ul(F) < 2 and 4.7 proves h(F) = 2, h’(F) = l(F) = 2. 
III. Suppose F satisfies ED. [2] 2.15 proves that u”(F) I 21(F) - 2. So l(F) = 2 
implies u”(F) =2. If u”(F) =2 then the inequality asserts that I(F)?2, I(F)23 
would imply u”(F) 2 d(F) 14, so l(F) = 2. 
5.3. Suppose l(F) < 00. I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) flF(I)=pF(2)=2, &(I’)=0 for iz3 
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(b) a(F)=l, a,(l)=2 
(c) l(F) =3 
(d) N(F) = I(F) = 3 and zid(F) = ud(F) = 4 
(e) N(F) = 3. 
II. If F satisfies these conditions then h(F) = 4, h’(F) = 3. 
III. If F satisfies ED then these conditions imply C(F) = u(F) = 4. 
PROOF. I. (c)-+(a): If (c) holds then 5.1 proves z&(F)1 4. Hence I(F) = 3 
implies p&1)=2, 2rPF(2)I&(1)=2, b&)=0 for all ir3. 
(e)-+(b): id(F) + 1 rN(F) = 3, so d(F) 14. d(F) = 0 iff N(F) = 1, see [2] 
2.12, d(F) =2 iff N(F) = 2, see 5.2. Hence z&(F) =4 and N(F) = +ud(F) + 1. 
Applying 4.10 and 4.7 we conclude a(F) = 1, ~~(1) = +ud(F) = 2. 
II. Apply 4.7 once again, 21 &d(F) ~4 so h(F) = 4, h’(F) = l(F) = 3. 
III. Apply 4.7. 
5.6 and 5.7 will enable us to characterize the fields F with l(F) =5 or 
z.&(F) = 4. We repeat a definition, given by R. Elman and T.Y. Lam in section 
5 of [l]: 
5.4. DEFINITION (Elman, Lam). Let IZ E N. F satisfies B,, r iff 
D(((w,, . . . . wn)))=L’(F) for all wl,...,wnez(F). 
5.5. LEMMA. Equivalent are: 
(a) F does not satisfy B, + r, 
(b) There exists an anisotropic Pfisterform (( wl, . . . , w,, - w,+ r )) such that 
wiEz(F) for all i~[l,n+ 11. 
If these conditions hold then d(F) z2”+ ‘. 
5.6. LEMMA. Suppose 2 5 Z(F) < co and F satisfies B,. Then we have 
GO C(F)*5 
(b) Z(F) # 5. 
PROOF. (a) Suppose 5 E Z(F) and let al,. . . , as, w E L’(F). Then 
(al , . . . , a5, wal . . . . . a5>=W((w)) J-41 
for some x E E(F) and some totally positive quadratic form q1 with dim q1 = 4, 
d(q,) =P2. So q1 G (u) ((y, z)) for some u, y, z EL?(F). Since F satisfies B3, 
qls<wal..... as> lq2 for some form q2, and (a,,...,aS)z(x)((w)) Iq2. So 
4eZ(F). 
(b) We will prove that I(F) = 5 implies F does not satisfy B3. Let f(F) = 5. 
pF(l) = 4 so there exists an anisotropic q = (al, . . . , a,, -as ) with ai E J?(F) for 
all i~[1,5]. Since&(l)=4, D(b)> -z(F) and qs( -a,.....aS) I q1 for some 
quadratic form ql, dim (ql) = 4, d(ql) =P2, o,(ql) = 4 for all < E X(F). Hence 
q1 z (x) (( y, z)) for some x, y, z Ed. This implies ( - xal . . . . . a5 > I ((y, z)) 
and (( -xal . . . . . as, y, z)) anisotropic. So F does not satisfy B,. 
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REMARK. R. Baeza and D. O’Ryan have proved that I:(F) = 0 implies 1(F) # 5 
(written communication). 
5.7. LEMMA. Suppose 21 I(F)< cx). Then we have 
(a) If ud(F)14 then F satisfies B3 and C(F)14 
(b) If F satisfies B3 then &(3) # 2 
(c) pF(2) 52 iff ud(F) 5 4 iff pF(3) I 1. 
PROOF. (a) If d(F)14 then F satisfies B3 and C(F) # 5. C(F)5 ud(F) + 
+ 115, so C(F)14. 
(b) We will prove that &(3) = 2 implies F does not satisfy B3. &(3) = 2 so 
there exists an anisotropic q = (ai, a2, a3, - a4, -as> with aie.Z(F) for all 
in [1,5] and D(q)>.Z(F). This implies qz(al.....a5) I ql, dim q1=4, 
d(q,) =P2, o,(q,)=O for all > EX(F). Since q and ‘(a,, . . ..a5> are elements of 
Fed (F), q1 E Fed (F) and q1 admits a diagonalization (x, y, -.z, -xyz> with 
x,y, ZEZ(F). The forms (xa, . . . . . as> I ((xy, -x0 and ((xal . . . . . a5,xy, -x2)> 
are anisotropic. So F does not satisfy B3. 
(c) Suppose &(2)r 2 then &(3)1&(2) I 2 and z&(F)5 4. Suppose 
z&(F) r4 then F satisfies B3 and (b) proves that fiF(3) 22. Since ud(F)~4, 
&(3) I 2. This implies jIF(3) I 1. Suppose j&(3) I 1, &(3) < 2 implies &(2) < 3, 
so &(2) 52. 
5.8. LEMMA. Suppose l(F) < 00. Then d(F) =4 iff p&2) = 2. 
5.9. Suppose l(F)< 03. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) /IF(l) = 3, pF(2) = 2, &(3) = 1, &(I’) =0 for iz4 
(b) a(F) = 3 and aF(i) = i for all i E [ 1,3] 
(c) I(F)=4, d(F)=4 
(d) N(F) = l(F) = tid(F) = d(F) = 4. 
PROOF. (c)-+(a): pF(l)=I(F)- 1=3, pF(2)=2 (see 5.8), c+(l)= 1, p&3)= 
=c+(l)= 1, &(I’)=0 for izz4. 
5.10. Suppose f(F) < 00. I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) &(l)=&(2)=jIF(3)=3, pF(i)=O for i24 
(b) a(F) = 1 and c+(l) = 3 
(c) l(F) = 4 and d(F) = 6 
(d) N(F) = l(F) = 4, ii&F) = d(F) = 6. 
II. If F satisfies these conditions then h(F) = h’(F) = 4. 
III. If F satisfies these conditions and F satisfies ED then c(F) = u(F) = 6. 
PROOF. I. (c)+(b): 4 = +ud(F) + 1 IN(F) I i(F) = 4 so N(F) = +ud(F) + 1 
and a(F) = 1, see 4.10. c+(l) = +ud(F) = 3. 
II. 2 5 &d(F) = 3 < 4 and 4.7 proves that h(F) = 4, h’(F) = l(F) = 4. 
5.11. THEOREM. Suppose l(F) = 4. Then F satisfies the conditions of 5.9 or 
F satisfies the conditions of 5.10. 
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PROOF. +ud(F) + 15 N(F) I l(F) = 4 so ud(F) I 6, u&F) $ { 0,2}. 
5.12. Suppose l(F) c 00. I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) &(I) =j?F(2)=/3F(3)=/?F(4) =4, b&)=0 for iz5 
(b) a(F)= 1 and ~(1)=4 
(c) l(F) =5 
(d) N(F) = I(F) = 5, W(F) = z&(F) = 8 
(e) N(F) = 5 and z&(F) = 8. 
II. If F satisfies these conditions then h(F)=8, h’(F) =5. 
III. If F satisfies these conditions and F satisfies ED then B(F) = u(F) = 8. 
PROOF. I. (c)+(e): If I(F)=5 then 5.6 asserts that F does not satisfy B3 so 
d(F) r 8. jud(F) + 15 N(F) 5 Z(F) = 5 so d(F) I 8. Hence d(F) = 8. Moreover 
5=+ud(F)+lrN(F)<l(F)=5 so N(F)=5. 
(e)-+(b): use 4.10. II and III. Apply 4.7, 419d(F)c8 so h(F)=8, h’(F)= 
=I(F)=5. 
5.13. Suppose 1(F) < 03. I. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) /3,(1)=5, pF(2)=2, &(3)=pF(4)=pF(5)=1, /IF(i)=0 for ir6 
(b) a(F)=3, +(l)= 1, a&2)=2, +(3)=5 
(c) l(F) = 6 and d(F) = 4 
(d) N(F) = d(F) = 4, l(F) = &d(F) = 6. 
II. Suppose F satisfies these conditions. Let bi, bZ, b3 EZ(F) be given, and let 
4 be an anisotropic totally indefinite form, q E Fed (F), dim q=6. Then 
qz + (b,,bz,L+,x,y, -z> for some x,y, ZEZ(F). 
III. These conditions imply h(F) = h’(F) = 4. 
PROOF. (c)-‘(a): /3F(1)=I(F)- 1=5, pF(2)=2, see 5.8, pF(3)< 1 see 5.7, so 
PF(3) = PF(4) = PF(5) = 1. 
For the proof of II, see 4.3. III. h’(F)>3. 4.6 proves h(F)j4, and 3<h’(F)1 
I h(F) implies h(F) = h’(F) = 4. 
5.14. THEOREM. I(F) < co. If d(F) = 4 then F satisfies the conditions of 5.3, 
5.9 or 5.13. 
PROOF. d(F) = 4 so F satisfies B, and C(F) I 4, see 5.7. Hence 1(F) I C(F) + 
+ 2 = 6, see 2.16. f(F) = 6 has been described in 5.13; 1(F) # 5 since F satisfies 
B3, see 5.6; I(F) = 4 has been described in 5.9; I(F) = 3 has been described in 
5.3; I(F)${1,2), see 5.1. 
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